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Abstract
The ever-expanding growth of internet traffic enforces deployment of massive Data Center Networks (DCNs) supporting high
performance communications. Optical switching is being studied as a promising approach to fulfill the surging requirements
of large scale data centers. The tree-based optical topology limits the scalability of the interconnected network due to the
limitations in the port count of optical switches and the lack of optical buffers. Alternatively, buffer-less Fast Optical Switch
(FOS) was proposed to realize the nanosecond switching of optical DCNs. Although FOSs provide nanosecond optical
switching, they still suffer from port count limitations to scale the DCN. To address the issue of scaling DCNs to more
than two million servers, we propose the hyper scale FOS-based L-level DCNs (HFOSL ) which is capable of building large
networks with small radix switches. The numerical analysis shows L of 4 is the optimal level for HFOSL to obtain the lowest
cost and power consumption. Specifically, under a network size of 160,000 servers, HFOS4 saves 36.2% in cost compared
with the 2-level FOS-based DCN, while achieves 60% improvement for cost and 26.7% improvement for power consumption
compared with Fat tree. Moreover, a wide range of simulations and analyses demonstrate that HFOS4 outperforms state-of-art
FOS-based DCNs by up to 40% end-to-end latency under DCN size of 81920 servers.

Keywords Fast optical switch · Optical data center network · Low latency interconnection · Scalable data center network

1 Introduction

Enforced by emerging cloud computing services, web-based
applications, and Internet of Things (IoT), DCNs experience
tremendous growth of global IP traffic. Statistically, it is esti-
mated that theDataCenter (DC) IP trafficwill reach to around
20 zettabyte by the end of 2021 [1].

Underlying interconnection network plays a key role in
scaling the DCs to guarantee performance of traffic-boosting
applications [2]. Therefore, it is of crucial importance to
design an interconnection network which is highly scalable,
power consumption and cost efficient. Moreover, intercon-
nection network must meet the stringent requirements of
currentDC traffic in terms of high bandwidth and low latency.

The traditionalmulti-tier DCNs utilizing commodity elec-
trical switches consume vast amount of power and cost to
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support the huge bandwidth requirements (>10Gbps) of the
hundreds of thousands of communicating servers. One alter-
native is to deploy high-radix electrical switches to flatten
the architecture. However, the implementation of high-radix
electrical switches at high data rates is restricted by the lim-
ited I/O bandwidth of the Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) caused by limited Ball Grid Array (BGA)
density [3]. Moreover, data center traffic roughly doubles
every year, while Moore’s law is approaching the physi-
cal limits [4]. Consequently, electrical switching will not be
capable of supporting efficient bandwidth for modern cloud
applications.

Toovercome the scaling limitations ofDCNs, optical tech-
nology has been introduced as a promising approach [5,6].
Compared with its electrical counterpart, optical switching
technology is capable of providing data rate/format trans-
parency and high capacity [7]. Optical architectures eliminat-
ing power hungry optical-electrical-optical conversion have
been proposed to mitigate the high power consumption and
large latency of electrical architectures [8].Wavelength Divi-
sion Multiplexing (WDM) technology leverages parallelism
through transmitting more than a hundred of wavelength
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channels at the data rate of 100Gbps per each wavelength
channel [7].

Micro Electro-Optical Systems (MEMS) switches are
reconfigurable devices which employ small mirrors. The
reconfiguration delay of 3D-MEMS is on the order of
milliseconds which is the time to turning the small mir-
rors to reflect light to the desired output [9]. MEMS are
mainly employed as a core switch in Optical Circuit Switch-
ing (OCS) architectures [10]. Arrayed Waveguide Grating
(AWG) are passive optical components which are made of
multiple waveguide tapes [11]. AWG can be employed in
conjunction with tunable lasers to implement low-power and
high speed DCNs [12]. This component can also be used
in core switches of optical packet switches. Semiconduc-
tor Optical Amplifiers (SOA) are optical amplifiers with fast
switching time on the order of nanoseconds [13].Wavelength
Selective Switches (WSS) are 1–N optical switches which
distribute incoming wavelengths among N output ports [13].
Wavecube [14] is an optical DCN that utilizesWSS to build a
dynamic topology. Tunable transceivers (TRX) are employed
to transmit and receive data. Commercially available TRXs
are capable of tuning over C-band wavelength on the order
of tens of milliseconds [15].

Opera [16] is an optical network with expander graph
based topology designed to serve latency-sensitive portion
of the traffic. It focuses on finding the shortest path for delay
sensitive flows at the cost of the reconfiguration time on the
order of millisecond. Opera can provide direct path for bulk
traffic and immediate path for latency-sensitive path. How-
ever, the throughput of the network decreases under skewed
and permutation workloads. In [17], the authors proposed
a flexible topology optical switching solution for DCN to
decrease the reconfiguration time of the optical circuits. The
authors also evaluated the parameters that influence network
performance such as reconfiguration period and controller
delay. However, the performance of the proposed solution
degrades with the nodes’ distance and the number of cir-
cuit chains in the network. FlexNet [18] proposes an optical
switch architecture for DCN to improve optical links uti-
lization. FlexNet utilizes multiple optical MEMS switches
in one layer to interconnect TORs together. This architec-
ture lacks scalability since network scale is limited by the
port counts of MEMS switches. Optical Packet Switching
(OPS) is capable of switching data in nanosecond scales
[12,19,20]. Sirius [4] employs optical passive components
to implement an optical DCN. It establishes a connection
through AWGs and transceivers with tunable lasers to realize
fast optical switching. Theproposed architecture has a single-
layer gratings with very low power consumption. Modulated
wavelengths carry the data, and determine the destination
address through a static schedule. The authors designed and
fabricated a custom tunable laser chip to implement picosec-
ond tunable lasers.Although the cost and power consumption

of Sirius is lower than the electrical DCN, it is still expen-
sive for large network sizes due to the number of arrayed
waveguide gratings and the tunable lasers. HyFabric [21] is
a hybrid DCN that utilizes electrical packet switching and
optical switching to interconnect TORs. Simulation analysis
of HyFabric shows less cost and power consumption than
similar hybrid DCNs

Table 1 shows the summary of comparative analysis of
optical DCNs which are recently proposed. In this table, the
previously proposed architectures are compared in terms of
scalability, cost, and power consumption. The latency of the
mentioned architectures represents the latency of their optical
plane. The connection of the networks can be either packet
switching or circuit switching, which are mentioned in Table
1.

Opera can be realized using commodity optical compo-
nents with medium cost and low power consumption. On
the other hand, Opera functions better for small network
sizes since network scalability is limited by large number
of required routing state (expander graphs). In [17], authors
employ commodity optical circuit switches which have low
cost and power, while they have limited scalability and high
delay. On the other hand, FlexNet has faster switching ofmil-
lisecond at higher cost and limited scalability. Sirius achieves
low latency interconnection. However, the cost of its archi-
tecture is high since it is based on the tunable lasers and
high-radix gratings. Scalability of Sirius is limited by the
radix of its single AWG switch. HyFabric has a lower imple-
mentation cost for its optical plane while its microsecond
delay is against high fan-out of emerging applications of
data center traffic. It is worth noting that all the architec-
tures inTable 1, exceptHyFabric, uses all-optical technology.
HyFabric employs hybrid of electrical and optical technol-
ogy. Consequently, the requirement of optical and electrical
plane imposes high cost and power consumption for the net-
work.

One of the main challenges of the aforementioned DCN
architectures is their scalability. Consequently, several opti-
cal switching architectures have been proposed to support
large sizeDCNs [7,22], [23–25]. However, amajor challenge
when scaling out the optical DCN is the limited port counts
of FOSs. High-radix FOSs are prevented from the practical
implementation, due to quadratic increase of components
with respect to the FOS radix. Employing more switching
levels allows the architecture to scale out with low-radix
FOSs. Meanwhile, adding extra levels results in more num-
ber of optical switching components. Hence, there is a trade
off between the number of optical switching levels and the
optical switch radix.

In this paper, we address the DCN scalability issue by
utilizing multiple levels of fast optical switches by extend-
ing the FOS-based architecture of [26] which was built
upon FOS switch. The target architecture is comprised of
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multiple-levels of FOS switches which work in parallel. The
parallel multiple-level enables the realization of hyper-scale
DCNs. The hyper-scale FOS-based L -level DCN (we named
it HFOSL ) exploits the fast optical packet switches with
port count independent switching time of nanoseconds scale
(20ns). In our previous work [27], we numerically analyzed
the cost and power consumption of HFOSL and compared
the DCNs with different levels. As verified by the numerical
analysis, there is a slight difference on the cost of HFOSL
for various scales, while the cost of HFOS4 is marginally
less than that of HFOS2 (OPSquare [26]) and HFOS3 (FOS-
cube [28]) for large DCN sizes (>100K servers). Besides,
the cost of HFOS4 is less than that of HFOS5 for any DCN
sizes. The power consumption analysis of different levels
showed that power consumption of HFOS j+1 is larger than
HFOS j for j>3.The four-level architecture allows the real-
ization of highly scalable DCN while achieves low cost
and power consumption. We investigate the performance
of HFOS4 building with low-radix FOS. HFOS4 achieves
8µs and 4µs server-to-server and network latency, respec-
tively, at the offered load of 0.4 under the network size
of 81920 servers. Furthermore, the end-to-end latency of
HFOS4 increases at a slower pace than that of similar archi-
tectures with same size. It must be noted that the large path
diversity of the proposedDCN facilitates the implementation
of load balancing algorithm [29] in the DCN.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect.
2, the building blocks of HFOS4 are described. Section 3
presents HFOS4 architecture and related algorithms. Section
4 explains the simulation environment and parameters. Sec-
tion 5 reports and discusses network performance of HFOSL .
The numerical analysis of cost and power consumption of
HFOS4 are presented and compared with Fat-tree in Sect. 6.
Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, the building blocks of HFOSL and their
functionalities are explained. Two main building blocks of
HFOSL are Top-of-Rack (TOR) and FOS switches which
are described in this section.

2.1 TOR building blocks

TOR is an Ethernet switch which receives packets from the
servers inside the rack and send them to the destination
servers. In this work, TOR connects to K servers with K
10Gbps link and connects to FOS switches through optical
interfaces. Figure 1 shows the structure and internal compo-
nents of a TOR. The traffic arriving from servers is directed
to the TOR’s head processor to check the packet header (des-
tination). Based on the destination server, TOR forwards the
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Fig. 1 TOR building blocks

intra-TOR packets into intra-TOR buffer queues while inter-
TOR packets are directed to optical interfaces. In this paper,
we focus on the inter-TOR connections.

TOR assigns different wavelengths to packets and aggre-
gates the packets based on the destination rack before sending
them out of the rack. The optical interfaces of TOR contain
WDM transceivers with the dedicated electrical buffers. In
HFOSL , each optical interface is connected to one of the
L level FOSs through ti optical transceivers. The number of
dedicated transceivers to each FOS level is determined based
on the volume of exchanged traffic among those levels. The
number of transceivers can be flexibly allocated to achieve
the required oversubscription ratio.

In the routing table of TOR, destination TORs are divided
into groups of size N/ti . Packets are modulated on different
wavelengths based on their destinations. Accordingly, each
transmitter is responsible for sending optical packets to a
specific group of TORs.

The head processor distributes the inter-TOR packets
among the L optical interfaces (Transceiver Group i), based
on the destination of the packets. Transceiver Group i con-
nects TOR to FOS level i (1 ≤ i ≤ L). Then, packets are
stored in corresponding transceiver electronic buffers to be
sent.

As depicted in Fig. 1 TOR is also connected to FOSs
through optical links, to receive ACK/NACK signals from
FOSs. TOR sends the optical packets to corresponding FOS
switches (based on the destination TOR) and keeps the copy
of sent packets. When the packet is successfully sent by the
FOS switch, an ACK signal is issued by the FOS and is sent
back to the sending TOR. Upon receiving ACK signal from
FOS, TOR releases that copy of packet from its buffers. In
the case that packet is blocked in FOS (due to contention),
the FOS’s flow control generates a NACK signal and sends
it to the TOR to retransmit the packets. The flow control of
TOR handles the received packet to the TOR. It forwards the

Fig. 2 The schematic of FOS radix-N [26]

Fig. 3 The schematic of label extractor and photonic switch [26]

received packets to the head processor unit to determine if
they are arrived to the destination or required to be forwarded
to the next TOR.

2.2 Schematic of FOS switch

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of FOS radix-N
architecture. FOS radix-N has N input/output ports to
receive/sendWDMpackets from N connecting TORs in par-
allel.

FOS is a buffer-less broadcast and select optical switch
consisting of N identical parallel modules. The AWG, at
input/output of module, multiplex/de-multiplex wavelength
channels receiving/sending from TORs. The received optical
packets are forwarded to the label extractor. The payload is
directed to SOA based autonomously controlled 1× N pho-
tonic switch unit. The SOA gates amplify the optical signals
and compensate the losses caused by splitting of the sig-
nals. Besides, nanoseconds switching time of SOA enables
nanosecond realization of optical switching in FOS switches.
The label extractor extracts the optical label from packet. The
structure of label extractors and 1 × N photonic switch is
depicted in Fig. 3.

The label extractor separates the in-band RF tone label
and payload by fiber Bragg grating (FBG). Then the label
processor processes the label and send it to switch controller.
Based on the label information, switch controller checks the
packet’s destination and the correspondingoutput port. In this
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Fig. 4 The HFOS2 (OPSquare) architecture

stage, contention is detected by switch controller and pack-
ets with lower priority are blocked. Switch controller also
configures 1 × N photonic switch unit to forward packets
with higher priority to the outputs. The priority in this paper
is based on FIFO approach. The ACK/NACK flow control
scheme is adopted in FOS to handle the contention of opti-
cal packets [30]. The ACK/NACK signals are generated by
switch controller and are sent back to corresponding TORs
to update it about blocking/sending of packet respectively.
Finally, the optical payload is directed to the output port. As
shown in Fig. 2, the contention resolution among N input
ports is performed in a distributed manner. The switching
time of FOS is radix-independent with respect to the high
latency caused by the central controlling mechanism. It is
worth mentioning that FOSs of 64, 48, 32, 24, 16, 8 ports are
feasible to implement. Details on the FOS architecture can
be found in [26].

3 HFOSL DCN system operation

In this section the high level view of the HFOSL DCN archi-
tecture is described. Next, the pattern of the interconnection

of TORs and FOSs are presented. Finally, the routing algo-
rithm of HFOSL is explained.

3.1 HFOSL DCN architecture

HFOSL is a recursive architecture that is constructed by par-
allel levels of FOS switches to interconnect TORs. EachTOR
is connected to one specific FOS in each level via WDM
links. Hence, for L level FOSs (HFOSL ) every TOR is con-
nected to L FOSs in L different levels. Assuming identical
radix-N FOSs in all levels, HFOSL DCN accommodates NL

TORs. More generally, the total number of interconnected
TORs is computed as

∏L
i=1 Ni , where Ni is the FOS radix of

the i-th level. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of HFOS2
(OPSquare) as the first building block of HFOSL topology.

Given N 2 TORs, TORs are grouped in clusters of size N
by the level 1 FOSs, so N clusters of size N TOR are created.
The level 2 FOSs interconnects these clusters together. The
details and algorithm of interconnecting TORs to FOSs are
presented in Sect. 3.2.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the abstract and in-depth schematic
of 4-level FOS-based architecture (HFOS4) containing N 4

TORs.
In the first level, TORs are partitioned to clusters of size

N TORs and are directly interconnected to each other via
N -radix FOSs of level 1. As a result, N 3 clusters of size
N are created. The algorithm of interconnecting and group-
ing of TORs in all levels is presented in Sect. 3.2. In the
second level, clusters are grouped in super clusters of size
N 2, i.e. groups of N clusters create super clusters of size
N 2. That are connected via N -radix FOSs of level 2. Now,
DCN is partitioned to N 2 super clusters of size N 2. In the
third level, super clusters are divided to hyper clusters of size
N 3 connecting through the N -radix FOS of level 3. In this
way, N hyper clusters of size N 3 are created. At the level
4, hyper clusters are interconnected through N -radix FOSs
level 4. To this end, 4 levels of FOSs provide all-to-all con-
nection among N 4 TORs (Sect. 3.2 explains the algorithm
of interconnecting TORs to FOSs in details). In general, N -
radix FOSs of level i , interconnect sub-clusters of size Ni−1

which were created in level i-1. As mentioned before, for

Fig. 5 The general view of HFOS4 architecture
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Fig. 6 The HFOS4 in-depth view of the architecture

FOSs of the same radix, the HFOSL contains NL TORs.
Given the same number of TORs, HFOSL with more levels
(hence more number of FOSs) requires fewer-radix FOSs,
while fewer-levels HFOSL (hence fewer number of FOSs)
requires higher-radix FOSs. Although fewer-radix FOSs are
less expensive and power consuming, the more number of
FOSs on the other hand may result in more total amount of
cost and power consumption. In this paper, we investigated
HFOSL with various L to find the L which is the most effi-
cient in terms of cost, power consumption while maintains
the network performance.

3.2 HFOSL interconnection rule

The interconnection rule is shown as follows: the i-th FOS
in level-2 interconnects the i-th TOR of each cluster while
1 ≤ i ≤ N . Similar to the interconnection pattern of level-
2, the j-th FOS in each level-4 connects the j-th TORs of
each level-3. In this way, level-3 clusters are interconnected
to each other through the third level network. The k-th FOS
of the level-4 network connects the k-th TORs of each level-4
cluster. In general, the m-th FOS of the n-th level network
interconnects the m-th TOR in HFOSn−1 while 2 ≤ n ≤ L
and L is the number of network level which is 4 in the case
of HFOS4. In HFOSL , the total number of shortest paths
between a pair of communication TORs located in differ-
ent HFOSL−1 could be L! at most. The path diversity of
HFOS4 allows TORs to be interconnected through diverse
routed paths, which implies that in the case of a path fail-
ure there will be alternative paths to connect a source TOR
to the destination TOR. Moreover, path diversity of the net-
work facilitates traffic engineering techniques and improves
network performance. It is worth mentioning that in HFOSL ,
the communication hops between nodes are independent of
the number of servers inside DCN. The small hop count of

the network routing implies lowpropagation delay.Consider-
ing the mentioned interconnection pattern, utilizing N -radix
FOSs and four-level network, HFOS4 sizes to N 4 TORs. As
an illustration, 8-radix FOSs can build a DCN of 4096 TORs,
while 8-radix FOSs can interconnect only 512 TORs and 64
TORs in FOScube and OPSquare, respectively. Considering
that HFOS4 can be built with practical low-radix FOSswhich
have low power consumption and cost, HFOS4 outperforms
HFOS2 and HFOS3 in terms of scalability, cost, and power
consumption efficiency.

3.3 Routingmechanism of HFOS4 network

Assuming identical FOSs of radix-N in all levels, HFOSL
DCN accommodates NL TORs. In general, the total number
of interconnected TORs is

∏L
i=1 Ni , where Ni is the FOS

radix of the i-th level. Considering each rack contains K
servers, DCN supports K × NL servers. Given a number
of K=40 servers per rack, 16-radix FOS, and L=4 levels,
HFOSL supports 2,621,440 servers. Given interconnection
rules in Sect. 3.2, each TOR can be indexed from 1 to N 4,
and servers are indexed from 1 to K × N 4, where K denotes
the number of servers inside one rack. Take the index of the
TOR, where the server is located, as i , and denote the index
of the cluster comprising the TOR as c. Similarly, take the
index of the super cluster and hyper cluster, where the server
is located, as s and h, respectively. Then the TOR index T
can be calculated using a polynomial function as shown in
(1).

T (N ) = h × N 3 + s × N 2 + c × N + i (1)

On the contrary, given the TOR index T , we can imme-
diately obtain the value of h, s, c, and i with the following
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equations (2) to (5).

h = �T /N 3� (2)

s = �(T mod N 3)/N 2� (3)

c = �(T mod N 2)/N� (4)

i = T mod N (5)

Considering a pair of source and destination server with
indices Ssrc and Sdst , the mathematical model of the routing
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Routing mechanism of HFOS4 network
Initialization: Tsrc = �Ssrc/K � and Tdst = �Sdst/K �. Then we can
obtain the hyper cluster index hs(hd ), super cluster index ss(sd ), cluster
index cs(cd ) and ToR index inside cluster is(id ) of Tsrc(Tdst ) using (1)
to (5)

1: if Tsrc = Tdst then
2: Intra-TOR connection
3: else
4: if hs == hd then � Ssrc & Sdst at the same hyper clusters
5: if ss == sd then � Ssrc & Sdst at the same super clusters
6: if cs == cd then
7: Tsrc sent to level 1 FOS send to Tdst � Ssrc & Sdst at

the same clusters
8: else � Ssrc & Sdst at different clusters
9: Tsrc send to level 2 FOS (level 1 FOS) send toMid TOR

send to level 1 FOS(level 2 FOS) send to Tdst
10: end if
11: else � Ssrc&Sdst at different super clusters
12: Tsrc send to level 3 FOS send to Mid TOR
13: Tsrc = Mid TOR
14: go to 5
15: end if
16: else � Ssrc&Sdst at different hyper clusters
17: Tsrc send to level 4 FOS send to Mid TOR
18: Tsrc = Mid TOR
19: go to 4
20: end if
21: end if

In Algorithm 1, when the source and destination TORs
are located in the same cluster, they are directly connected
through level-1 FOS. For inter-cluster transmissions, path
diversity of HFOS4 allows packets destined to outside of
cluster to have multiple paths to destinations. As an exam-
ple, when the source and destination TORs are located at
different hyper clusters and their relative locations at each
hyper cluster are different, there will be 4! = 24 possible
paths between source and destination TORs. Assuming the
following indices for source and destination TORs:

Tsrc = hs × N 3 + ss × N 2 + cs × N + is (6)

Tdst = hd × N 3 + sd × N 2 + cd × N + id (7)

two of the possible paths are:

Path1: Tsrc → Level 4 FOS→Mid TOR→Level 3
FOS→Mid TOR2→Level 2 FOS→Mid TOR→Level 1
FOS→Tdst

Path2: Tsrc →Level 3 FOS→Mid TOR1→Level 2 FOS
→MidTOR2→Level 1 FOS→MidTOR3→Level 4 FOS→
Tdst

4 Simulation environment

OMNeT++ simulation framework is utilized to develop the
proposedHFOS4 DCNarchitecture.Weconduct various sim-
ulations to completely investigate the network performance
of HFOS4 in terms of average end-to-end delay and packet
loss. To validate the advantages of HFOS4 DCN architecture,
we compare the network performance of HFOS4 with that of
FOS-based DCNs OPSquare and FOScube.

4.1 Traffic generation

The traffic flowing through DCNs cannot be generalized
since the traffic characteristics highly depend on the applica-
tions hosted inside the DCN. However, some studies [31–33]
report key parameters to be used to synthesize the traffic
pattern of the DCNs. In this manner, to evaluate the perfor-
mance of HFOS4, the realistic traffic pattern with ON/OFF
inter-arrival times is applied [32].

During the ON periods, servers generate and send pack-
ets towards a destination server, while no packet is generated
during the OFF periods. The duration of ON/OFF periods are
modeled with a Pareto distribution since it is characterized
by heavy-tailed random distribution. In our simulation set,
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ON periods
in accordance with length distribution and the CDF distribu-
tion of OFF periods. The ON period lengths are independent
of load value, while OFF time lengths are proportional to
the traffic load value. In our simulation data sets, all servers
can send data packets during ON periods and the destination
server is chosen under the uniform distribution.

Considering the locality of DC traffic, the majority of the
traffic originating from servers remainswithin the rack (intra-
TOR traffic) to reduce the communication costs [34]. The rest
of the traffic is exchanged between servers of different racks.
Specifically, we set the traffic ratios to 50% intra-TOR and
50% inter-TOR. The inter-TOR traffic distribution is cate-
gorized into intra-cluster and inter-cluster traffic as follows:
intra-cluster traffic is exchanged between the randomly cho-
sen destinations located in the same cluster (HFOS1) while
the inter-cluster traffic is destined to randomly chosen desti-
nations located in the rest on the DCN (HFOSi , 2 ≤ i ≤ 4).
Table2 shows three types of traffic patterns employed to ver-
ify the scalability performance of the HFOS4.
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Table 2 The traffic pattern ratio

Traffic pattern P1 (%) P2 (%) P3 (%)

Intra-TOR 50 50 50

Intra-cluster 35 37.5 40

Inter-cluster 15 12.5 10

Table 3 The simulation parameters

Parameter Value

RTT 560 ns

Propagation delay(2*50m) 500 ns

Head processor delay 80 ns

Label processing delay 20 ns

Buffering time of the cells 51.2 ns

Link length 50 m

Number of TRX Level 1 TRX 4

Level 2 TRX 1

Level 3 TRX 1

Level 4 TRX 1

In our traffic model, packet size is a bimodal distribution
with packets between 64 bytes (small control packet) and
1518 bytes (data payloads). This bimodal distribution stems
from the dominant TCP-based applications insideDCNs [31,
32].

4.2 Simulation parameters

Each rack groups 40 servers connecting to a TOR switch via
10Gbps links. TORs are connected to 4 levels of FOSs utiliz-
ing 50GbpsWDM links. Packets leaving the TORs are stored
in WDM transceiver buffers of size 50 KB. A generated
packet of size Packet Length occupies Ncell 64-byte buffer
cellswhere Ncell =Packet Length/64.Hence, 25 cellswith the
same destination are grouped to create an optical packet of
size 1600 bytes. The number of transceivers interfacing opti-
cal switches does not change during the simulation. Table 3
lists the simulation parameters.

5 Performance assessment of HFOS4 DCN

The simulation of end-to-end latency and packet loss of
HFOS4 under different network configurations and traffic
loads in the range of [0.1, 1] is conducted in this section to
evaluate the performance of HFOS4. It is worth noting that
packet loss occurs in the scenario that the TOR buffers are
full so the packet retransmission is not possible. Packet loss
ratio is computed as the ratio of the number of discarded
packets to the total number of sent packets.

Fig. 7 The average server-to-server delay of HFOS4 under different
traffic patterns

5.1 Performance assessment under varying traffic
patterns

In this section, we carry out simulations to investigate
the average end-to-end delay and packet loss of HFOS4
under varying traffic patterns to evaluate the network perfor-
mance assuming dynamic traffic patterns. FOSs of radix-8
are employed to build an HFOS4 network with two hyper
clusters, each consisting of 512 TORs. Hence the network
interconnects 40960 servers. Since the intra-TOR traffic is
handled within the electrical domain, in this section, only the
inter-TOR traffic is considered to evaluate the performance
of HFOS4 network under various traffic patterns.

Figure 7 shows the server-to-server average delay of the
HFOS4 under traffic patterns P1, P2, and P3. The server-
to-server average delay increases when the network load
increases. The delay consists of transmission delay, prop-
agation delay, and buffering delay. When the load is 0.1, the
network delay for three traffic patterns is almost the same
because there are very few contentions and retransmissions
in the network, so only the propagation, transmission delay,
and buffering delay contribute to the average delay. For heav-
ier traffic loads, the buffering delay occurs at each hop and
retransmissiondelay causedbypacket loss increases the aver-
age server-to-server delay. For the traffic load less than 0.8,
it is observed that the server-to-server delay of traffic pat-
tern P1 (35% intra-cluster traffic) is larger than that of the
traffic pattern P2 (37.5% intra-cluster traffic), as well as traf-
fic pattern P3 (40% intra-cluster traffic). The reason is that
assuming traffic load of P1, the amount of inter-cluster traf-
fic is higher than that of traffic pattern P2, and hence, more
amount of the traffic volume traverses more than one hop
which increases the propagation delay, as well as occupied
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Fig. 8 The packet loss of HFOS4 under different traffic patterns

intermediate links and buffers. Assuming heavy loads of 0.9
and 1, the server-to-server delay for the three traffic patterns
is almost the same, since at very high loads the aggregation
level FOS (intra-cluster FOS) has to handle the heavy load of
intra-cluster traffic, alongwith inter-cluster traffic, and hence
the buffers are fully occupied.

Figure 8 shows the network packet loss ratio as a function
of load for three traffic patterns P1, P2, and P3. These three
traffic patterns have different traffic localities. As shown in
Fig. 8, the packet loss ratio for the case of P1 is larger than
that of case P2. The reason is the percentage of inter-cluster
traffic ratio of P1 is more than that of P2, hence a larger
percentage of inter-cluster packets has to pass multiple hops
towards destination resulting in more occupied middle links
and buffers.

Similarly, the packet loss ratio of P2 is larger than the
packet loss ratio of P3. However, the packet loss ratio of
HFOS4 increases slightly with an increase in traffic loads.
The level of quality of service determines the acceptable
packet loss of the network. The packet loss ratios at load
0.1 for the traffic patterns P1, P2, and P3 are equal to
9.7E-8, 1.95E-5, and 6.5E-4 respectively which is regarded
as“excellent”according to [35]. The accepted packet loss
ratio is around 2.5% according to [35] which is guaranteed
at load 0.3 traffic pattern P3. The packet loss ratio is under
0.32 even for heavy traffic pattern P1 of load 1 when all links
are fully occupied. The simulation results show that HFOS4
can handle the traffic with heavy loads. This characteristic is
because of having 4 parallel levels resulting in the high path
diversity of the architecture. Due to the high path diversity,
packets have large number of paths to route so theHFOS4 can
maintain the network performance even under heavy traffic
patterns and loads.

5.2 Scalability assessment of HFOS4

In this section we investigate the scalability of the proposed
architecture. HFOSL can be scaled-out easily by expanding
the number of nodes in HFOSL−1. For example, in HFOS4
of size 1024 TORs adding a hyper cluster of size 512 TORs
results in the network size of 61440 servers. The addition of
a hyper cluster does not require modification of the current
network switches. To explore the scalability of HFOS4, we
focus on the performance of the network under the heavy
traffic pattern P2 for three network sizes of 40960, 66440, and
81920 servers to investigate how the performance changes
when the network size scales.

Figure 9.a shows the average server-to-server delay of
HFOS4 as a function of the load. It can be seen that when
the load is below 0.4, the average server-to-server delay for
81920 servers is around 1µs more than that of 61440 servers,
and 2µs more than that of 81920 servers. For heavier traffic
loads, the average delays slightly increase when the network
size increases. Hence, we can conclude that HFOS4 main-
tains its performance under high traffic loads as the network
scales out.

Figure 9.b shows the average network delay for three
different network sizes of HFOS4. The network delay is cal-
culated based on the delay between the Tsrc and Tdst . Similar
to the case of server-to-server delay for loads smaller than 0.4,
the delay of the largest size network is larger than the smaller
size. For heavier loads, network delay maintains while scal-
ing the network size.

Figure 9.c shows the packet loss of HFOS4 for the three
aforementioned network sizes. The packet loss around 1% is
reported at load 0.4 for the DCN size of 10240 servers and
never exceeds 0.3 even for the heaviest load of 1 regardless
of DCN size.

5.3 Comparing HFOS4 against similar DCN
architectures

This section compares the performance of HFOS4 with FOS-
cube and OPSquare in terms of average server-to-server and
network delays, as well as packet loss for three DCN sizes
of 10240, 40960, and 81920 servers. We simulate the three
aforementioned network architectures under the same traffic
pattern P2, where each TOR sends 37.5% of its traffic to M
neighboring TORs, and 12.5% of traffic is destined outside
the clusters. In order to have a fair comparison, in the case of
256 TORs, M is equal to 4, while in the cases of 1024 and
2048 TORs, M is equal to 8. The network configurations are
based on Table 4.
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Fig. 9 a The average server-to-server delay textbfb The average network delay c The packet loss

Table 4 The network
configuration based on the
required FOS radix

Network size 10240 servers (R/N) 40960 servers (R/N) 81920 servers (R/N)
Topology

OPSquare 16/32 32/64 64/128

FOScube 8/96 16/192 16/384

HFOS4 4/256 8/512 8/1024

5.3.1 Comparison of small size DCNs

Figure 10 shows the average server-to-server delay for three
DCN architectures for 10240 servers. As it can be seen, in the
case of load 0.1, delay behaves similarly for various DCNs
due to the lack of packet contention. At the load 0.2, the delay
of HFOS4 is almost equal to that of OPSquare, and 2µs more
than the delay of FOScube. The reason is that assuming low
traffic loads, although there is still low packet contention,
inter-cluster packets of HFOS4 has to traverse more hops
than that of FOScube towards destination, so propagation
delay of HFOS4 is larger than that of the FOScube. At loads
higher than 0.2, the delay of HFOS4 grows slowly compared
to OPSquare and FOScube. Because HFOS4 has larger con-
nectivity than that of FOScube and OPSquare resulting in
lower packet contention.

Figure 11 compares the packet loss of the three aforemen-
tioned DCNs. At the load of 0.2, the packet loss of HFOS4 is
larger than that of FOScube due to the multiple-hop path of
inter-cluster packets. At heavier loads, the packet loss ratio of
HFOS4 is clearly less than that of OPSquare and FOScube.
Path diversity of HFOS4 results in lower packet contention
resulting in lower packet loss ratio.

5.3.2 Comparison of medium and large size DCNs

Performance comparison of HFOS4 against OPSquare and
FOScube DCNs interconnecting 40960 and 81920 servers
is investigated in this section. Figure 12 shows the average

Fig. 10 Comparison of average server-to-server delays for DCN size
of 10240 servers

server to server delay for three DCNs. Similar to the small
network sizes, in the case of small traffic load of 0.1, various
DCNs result in the same average delay due to the lack of
packet contention.

For the case of 40960 servers, the delay of HFOS4 out-
performs the other architecture for loads heavier than 0.2.
HFOS4 improves server to server delay by 35 and 33%
comparedwith FOScube andOPSquare at load of 0.5 respec-
tively. At heavy load of 1, delay improvement of HFOS4 is
16 and 10% compared with FOScube and OPSquare.
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Fig. 11 The packet loss for network size of 10240 servers

Fig. 12 The delay comparison for DCN size of 40960 servers

The average server to server delay for the case of 81920
servers is depicted in Fig. 13. The trend is almost similar to
that of case 40960 servers but at load below 0.2, the delay of
HFOS4 is more than the delay of FOScube. The reason is that
in the case of very large network size, inter-cluster traffic of
HFOS4 needs to traverse more hops than that of FOScube,
and hence, the propagation delay increases. However, for
loads heavier than 0.2, HFOS4 clearly outperforms FOScube
and OPSquare. For the network size of 81920 servers at load
of 0.5, HFOS4 improves average server to server delay by 40
and 29% compared with FOScube and OPSquare, respec-
tively. To sum up, the high path diversity of HFOS4 allows
inter-cluster traffic to traverse to the destination throughmul-
tiple paths which clearly leads to lower delay compared to
OPSquare and FOScube.

Fig. 13 The delay comparison for DCN size of 81920 servers

Fig. 14 The packet loss for network size of 40960 servers

Figures 14 and 15 report the packet loss of HFOS4 and
FOScube andOPSquare as a functionof load. For thenetwork
size of 40960 servers, shown in 14, at loads 0.1, packet loss is
slightly larger than that of FOScube. This transient increase
in traffic load of 0.1 is because of multiple hops of HFOS4
results in more packet contention at intermediate nodes. The
impact of packet contention at higher loads is mitigated by
more connections of TORs in HFOS4. Similar discussion for
the case of 40960 applies to the 81920 network size which is
depicted in 15.
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Fig. 15 The packet loss for network size of 81920 servers

Table 5 The cost and power consumption of network elements [36]

Element Cost($) Power(W)

SM_1 TRX(10Gbps) 70 1

WDM TRX (4 × 50Gbps) 750 4

FOS 4 × 4 1250 217

8 × 8 6220 441

16 × 16 22860 985

32 × 32 87980 2457

48 × 48 177100 4443

6 Cost and power consumption analysis of
HFOSL network

In this section, we investigate and compare the cost and
power consumption of HFOSL for 2 ≤ L < 6 with Fat tree
architecture. For estimating cost and power consumption, we
consider the cost and power consumption of DCN elements,
while the number of servers for all architectures are assumed
to be equal. HFOSL is built upon L parallel HFOSL−1, each
containing N (L−1) FOSs. Hence, the total number of FOSs
(NF ) in HFOSL is NF = L × N (L−1) . In this way, HFOSL
accommodates SL servers using (8):

SL = K × NT = K × N (L−1) × N = K × NL (8)

where NT is the number of TORs in the network. A list of
cost and power consumption of optical network elements is
reported in Table 5.

Fig. 16 The cost of electrical switch regarding switch radix [26]

Fig. 17 The Cost comparison of HFOSL and Fat tree

6.1 Cost calculation

The cost of HFOSL based on the required number of TORs
and optical elements can be estimated based as follows:

CHFOSL = NT × CT + NF × CF

+ (p + L − 1) × NT × C50GT RX

+ L × NF × CS

(9)

where,CT ,CF ,CS , andC50GT RX stand for the cost of TOR,
FOS, Single Mode Fiber (SMF), and 50Gbps transceivers,
respectively. The costs of optical fibers are estimated as fol-
lows: SMF cost is 0.3$ per meter and Multi Mode Fiber
(MMF) cost is 0.9$ permeter. The costs of electrical switches
are shown in Fig. 16. It is seen that for electrical switch radix
smaller than 128, the cost increases slowly, while the cost
of switch sizes larger than 128 increases rapidly due to the
required multiple main boards.

Figure 17 depicts cost comparison betweenHFOSL DCNs
for 2 < L < 6 and Fat-tree. As shown in this figure, for the
network sizes smaller than 50K servers, the costs of HFOSL
with various levels are very close to eachother. ForDCNsizes
larger than 100K servers, the cost of HFOS4 is slightly less
thanHFOS2 andHFOS3 sinceHFOSL can employ low-radix
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Fig. 18 The power consumption comparison of HFOSL and Fat tree

FOSs to build large DCN sizes. However, by increasing the
number of levels of HFOSL , it is seen that the cost of HFOS5
is larger than that of HFOS4 since a linear increase of lev-
els results in superlinear increase of the number of required
FOSs. Moreover, the number of adopted TRXs increases
when the number of levels increases. Therefore, L = 4 is
a saturation point for cost saving. Moreover, HFOS4 outper-
forms Fat tree by 60% in cost saving for the network size of
around 160,000 servers. The cost saving of HFOS4 is due to
removing the costly transceivers of Fat tree architecture in
optical networks.

6.2 Power consumption

The power consumption of HFOSL , based on the number
of TORs and the required optical devices, is calculated as
shown in (10):

PHFOSL = NT × PT

+ NF × PF

+ (p + L − 1) × NT × C50GT RX

(10)

where, PT , PF , and P50GT RX represent the power consump-
tion of TOR, FOS, and the 50Gbps transceivers, respectively.
Figure 18 compares power consumption ofHFOSL DCNs for
2 < L < 6 and Fat tree. The analysis of the result is similar to
the cost comparison, shown in Fig. 16 for L > 2. As depicted
in Fig. 18, the power consumption of HFOSi+1 is larger than
that of HFOSi . The reason is that adding another level to
HFOSi , adds Ni FOSs to build HFOSi+1, which leads to the
fast growth in the required number of FOSs.

Unlike the conclusion achieved for cost comparison, the
power consumption of HFOSi+1 is slightly larger than that
of HFOSi . The reason is that when the FOS radix dou-
bles, the power consumption scales around 2 times while the

cost scales around 4 times. Finally, the power consumption
shows that for the DCN accommodating 160,000 servers, the
HFOS4 saves cost by 26.7% compared to Fat tree.

7 Conclusion

To build mega size DCN, a scalable L parallel level DCN
architecture based on low-radix FOS switches, HFOSL , is
presented and analyzed. Benefiting from multiple level sub-
networks,HFOSL supportsmore than ahundredof thousands
of servers employing small radix FOS. Numerical assess-
ments of cost and power consumption show that HFOSL
with 4 parallel levels has the most efficient structure in terms
of cost and power consumption for L > 2.

The comprehensive simulations of the networks using
OMNet++ have been performed to investigate the network
performance under the realistic data center traffic. Employ-
ing low-radix FOSs of 16, HFOS4 can scale up to more than
2.5 million servers while maintaining the network perfor-
mance. Specifically, HFOS4 shows very good performance
at high network loads which makes it suitable for DCNs with
intense traffic volume. The assessments of end-to-end delay
showHFOS4 outperformsOPSquare and FOScube by 33 and
35% under the network size of 40960 servers at load of 0.5.
For the case of 81920 servers, HFOS4 improves end-to-end
delay by up to 29 and 40% at the load of 0.5.

The large path diversity of HFOS4 increases network fault
tolerance and allows HFOS4 to support various traffic pat-
terns with various localities and helps the implementation of
load balancing algorithm in the network. Therefore, HFOS4
accommodating extremely large DCN sizes with high per-
formance even for high loads make this network a scalable
alternative for modern data center environments.
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